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Transforming an intracoastal
teardown into a stylish
waterfront retreat
DESIGNER Clemencia Dumas
Elements by Design Inc. Plantation Fla 33324
954 320-7584
PHOTOGRAPHY John Stillman
TEXT Vanessa Grisalez

T

his intracoastal Boca Raton project began with the vision of maximizing the
property's best asset, its waterfront location. The owners, a vibrant Irish couple
with a passion for boating knew that the 1972 "Old Florida" home wouldn't
suit their lifestyle of big family gatherings and business related entertaining. The old
property was demolished to give way to a new 5,200 Sq. Ft. contemporary estate.
Designer Clemencia Dumas from Elements by Design was presented with this project
at the demolition stage, giving her the opportunity to help her clients during the
architectural design phase. Dumas fine tuned the right flow and best use of space
keeping in mind the modern, yet inviting feel her clients sought.
- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

"Working from the initial architectural design allowed
me to lay out from the beginning the interior design
we wanted to achieve. My
clients wanted a transitional
feel, elegant and functional.
Each space was designed
with that vision in mind,"
says Dumas.
The new estate has 5 bedrooms, 5 and a half baths,
gym, office, and wine cellar.
The outside features a large
area for outdoor entertaining, with a covered summer
kitchen fully equipped, an
oversized pool and spa,
along with a state-of-the-art
dock for gatherings after
boating or simple outside relaxation. One of the first
design obstacles to overcome was the entrance
design. An elegant covered
entrance was initially
planned but it was impossible to execute due to the set
backs of the house. "We had
to get creative," Dumas
says, solving the issue with
the use of a custom mahogany-wood arched door,
that encases two panels of
rapid glass. The massive
glass pieces have a striking
visual effect that resembles
the flow of water. Hand
carved stone details were
used as well to orchestrate
an impressive entrance
worth turning heads.

Following inside the house,
a custom floor medallion in
soft tones of taupe, grey and
creams sets the stage for the
inviting foyer. Dumas fitted
the side walls with a Century "dark wood" console
with four art pieces above it,
each with a touch of color to
bring the pieces together.
On the opposite wall hangs
over a Vanguard bench with
an oversized Christopher
Guy mirror above it. A
Corbett crystal and shell
chandelier was the last detail
used to achieve the cohesive
elegance of the foyer area.
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White dining chairs, upholstered
in a Kravet soft texture fabric.
Corbett chandelier and sconces
complete this perfect setting for
unforgettable dinners.

Keeping with their wish to entertain are the Dining Room, Great Room and Bar.
The dining room was designed to provide an exceptional area to enjoy large dinner parties. Dumas combined silver and matte gold finishes for a timeless color
combination. The Hickory White dining table is contrasted by the sleek off white
dining chairs, upholstered in a Kravet soft texture fabric. Corbett chandelier and
sconces complete this perfect setting for unforgettable dinners. Dumas also added
a splash of color with the use of an oversized blue and green glass plate as a centerpiece, holding a few white orchids. - CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

The great room was designed to provide an open and fun area for everyday living.
Dumas used two large sofas, upholstered in a burnt gold fabric with light blue pillows
to pick up the colors used on the area rug accents. In between the two sofas, a large
silver leaf cocktail table with touches of soft blue colors on the accessories was placed
to give this space the everyday living functionality.
- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -
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The bar design was a top priority for this Irish couple that wanted a full blown bar, elegant and
unique. Dumas wanted to create the feel of an upscale pub at home, where the setting would entice
fun happy hours with friends. To achieve this she designed a focal point feature on the back wall
of the bar by creating a column wrapped in silver leaf and turquoise glass mosaic tile. Going across
the column are four back-lit glass shelves. To contrast this element, the sides of the column are
fitted in dark wood. The final touch is a large panel with a TV niche, decorated with the same mosaic. The Cosmos granite with its silver, black, and bronze tones add to the overall look, specially
with the waterfall effect on the right hand side complimenting the bronze and dark wood bar stools.

The kitchen was a central part of the house as the clients love to cook and host. Its layout is open
and spacious with cabinetry features meant to maximize functionality. "I knew how important the
kitchen was to them as they tremendously enjoy cooking, Design wise, I strived to use materials
that would create a chic timeless look, with clean lines, contrasting colors, materials, and shapes,"
adds Dumas.

The light granite in silver and off-white tones contrast the dark cabinets and tie in with all the Thermador stainless steel appliances. Complementing this area is the backsplash made with glass mosaic
tiles in beautiful silver, light blue, and off white tones. The oversized Corbett pendant lights and
the silver leather bar stools give this kitchen the last lighting and furniture details to bring together
an ultimate kitchen design. - CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

The master bath was designed with custom dark wood cabinets, honey onyx countertops and brushed nickel fixtures. The apron
and backsplash of the tub have honey onyx mosaic to compliment the wood surrounding. The Corbett chandelier and sconces in
silver leaf with cream shades and crystals showering through, display a soft and elegant feel.

For the Irish couple that now gets to enjoy
the house of their dreams, the transformation
of the house has transformed their lives as
well. "I feel like I'm living in my private resort where I never have to check out" the
wife says. To which the husband adds
"Clemencia Dumas saved us from ourselves,
without her help we would not have been
able to come up with a house like this." As
far as Dumas, this intracoastal home transformation was a dream project as a designer.
The opportunity to work from the architectural conception to the culmination of the interior design was extremely rewarding,
especially when the result is simply an astonishing home.
- END -

SOURCES

Lastly the most intimate area of the house, the
master bedroom and bath. Dumas kept
special attention to including just the right
touches that would bring a stylish feel without overcrowding. This area was designed in
a color pallet of silver, light blues and creams,
which create a contrast with the dark wood
floors and the dark wood furniture pieces.
The Century Bed with its high grid headboard

gives the wall a soft dimension. The artwork
over the bed, an Anna Razumovskaya piece,
provides a romantic and personal touch. The
rug by Modern Nature breaks through the
dark wood floors in an easy flow of pattern
and color. With spectacular views of the
intracoastal, Dumas and her clients accomplished a serene retreat in the master bedroom
to end and start the day.

Furniture: Designer Resource Center,
Boca Raton, Florida
Lighting: Bowery Lighting Imports,
Lauderhill, Florida
Window Treatments: Drapes for You,
Coral Springs, Florida
Blinds: ATJ Window Concepts,
Tamarac, Florida
Countertops: Galaxy Marble,
Pompano Beach, Florida
Area Rugs: Modern Nature,
Boca Raton, Florida
Appliances: Coral Springs Appliance Center,
Coral Springs, Florida
Cabinets: Distinctive Kitchen And Bath,
Boca Raton, Florida
Marble And Tile: Elements And Surfaces,
Delray Beach, Florida
Wine Cellar: Wine Cellar International, LLC,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Floral Accessories: Silk Floral Gallery,
Hallandale Beach, Florida
Front Door: Smith & Deshields,
Boca Raton, Florida
French Doors & Windows: Palm Alluminum,
Parkland, Florida
Plumbing Fixtures: Next Plumbing Supply,
Pompano Beach, florida
Painting: JPV Painting, Coral Springs, Florida
Art Work: Art Connection, Pompano Beach, Florida
Custom Mirror & Frame: D'Art Vine Gallery &
Framing, Hollywood, Florida

THE RIGHT LIGHTING FOR

JUST THE RIGHT AMBIENCE.

Visit our 30,000 square foot showroom
featuring the largest selection of fine
lighting, accessories, and fans in South
Florida...at the Best Prices. Come See
Our Great New Additions in Lighting!

___________________________

___________________________

We are one of the largest C o r b e tt fine lighting distributors in the South.

Bowery
LIGHTING IMPORTS

• Quick Turnaround Time • Granite Countertops
• Remodeling by licensed & insured contractors •
Competitive Pricing • Over 20 years in the cabinet business

4729 N. University Drive, Lauderhill
MON-FRI 10AM-5:30PM • SAT 10AM-6PM
• CLOSED SUNDAYS

954.749.1859

1699 North Powerline Road, Pompano Beach, Florida
Tel: 954.970.3079 Fax: 954.960.0017 tkabsusa@gmail.com

Clemencia Dumas
Interior Designer/Owner

Elements by Design, a full-service design
firm, utilizes elements and creativity to transform spaces into harmonious areasv filled
with beauty, personality, and practicality from
traditional to contemporary decor.

10097 Cleary Blvd., #307, Plantation, FL 33324
p: 954.320.7584 | f: 866.822.3442
www.elementsbydesign.us

A&M

Custom Furniture
TRADITIONAL

| TRANSITIONAL | CONTEMPORARY

• Kitchens • Wall Units

• Bedrooms • Vanities • Libraries

• Offices • & More

Every item we make is created by our highly skilled
craftsmen. We pay close attention to detail and our
customers’ exact specifications. The result is not just
fine cabinetry and furniture, but works of art.

954.925.3228

1210 Stirling Rd. Suite #9A,
Dania Beach, FL 33004
amcustomfurniture@gmail.com

COMMERCiAL | RESIDENTiAL | INSURED

WWW.AANDMCUSTOMFURNITURE.COM

WE NOW ACCEPT CREDIT
CARDS WITH...

Come and explore our world of unique home furnishings.

Bed Post

COZY CONTEMPORARY BEDROOM SETS | DINING ROOMS | LIVING ROOMS | UNIQUE ACCENT PIECES AND MUCH MORE.

3001 NE 6th Avenue, Wilton manors

954.564.5100

www.thebedpost.com

bedpostfurn@yahoo.com
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Over 26 years in business!

FABULOUS INTERIOR DESIGNS: A RETROSPECTIVE

A REDEFINED RESIDENCE

INTERIOR DESIGN
Stuart Geller of
Geller Design Group, Inc.,
Florida License # 0001705
Hallandale, FL 954.457.3692
(stuartgeller.com)
PHOTOGRAPHY Robin Hill, Miami

Sentimentally Inspired - Design Connoisseur Stuart Geller describes how the spirit
of friendship transformed his well thought out project into a true labor of love and
a stellar domain.
Spotlighting the public spaces with ultimate luminosity, stainless steel cove molding generates eye - catching results in the living room and helps to define the use
of individual spaces. Subtle materials such as porcelain floors from Walker Zanger
used in an architectural pattern create continuity and a soft Patina. The minimal
use of a soft color palette welcomed the client's contemporary art. The Living
Room Sofa, Club Chairs and Cocktail Table were Furnishings sent down from
New York from the Couple’s Manhattan Apartment. These Furnishings were purchased 10 years earlier and they were from Anima Domus and Brueton. This follows a Very Basic ‘Philosophy’ of our firm : “ What’s Cheap is Expensive, and
What’s Expensive is Cheap” in other words, when one purchases ‘quality’ it lasts
far longer than ‘INEXPENSIVE’ items. The Furnishings also contributed to the
style of the client’s new home. “Rather than just “CONTEMPORARY” Look the Furnishings (Especially The Brueton Club Chairs) hinted at a bit of a 30’s
feel……adding stainless steel moldings contributed to the feel of a grand ocean
liner of that period as well,” Geller says!

FABULOUS INTERIOR DESIGNS: A RETROSPECTIVE

INSIDE THE SETAI, A
SOUTH BEACH CHIC RETREAT

When approached by a former client to say he bought another penthouse at The Setai in
South Beach and wanted it renovated and furnished turn-key right away, award-winning
Interior Designer Eloise Kubli, ASID, of Collective Construction & Design, took immediate action. “The location and the architecture dictate what I do and the personalities
of the people who live in them.”

U

pon entering the home, the eye is taken on a visual treat of exotic luxury. Blending the fabulous ocean views within the living space with natural textures of
Philippine Penshell, Cocoshell and Abalone together with dark espresso finishes
and bamboo, the design becomes almost effortless. The Thassos marble floor bordered
in black absolute granite is the continuing element throughout the home.
Using a clean, simple and open design concept, the living room exudes warmth and emphasizes natural textures and raw materials complemented with punches of bright color.
The textures range from compact weaves to soft, supple leathers, evoking a sense of ease
and comfort. With ample seating for entertaining, the Leathercraft sofa and chairs and
the Indo Puri cocktail tables are modern but not trendy, ageless in design and strong in
their statement. The fusion of technology and design becomes the state-of-the-art home
automation system that controls the audio/visual, lighting and motorized sun shades. In
the Dining Area the bold zebra printed hide on the dining chairs by Palecek create a striking balance against the white Thassos marble with black Absolute border.

DESIGNER
Eloise Kubli, ASID

Collective Construction & Design,
Inc., Plantation, FL
954.733.8282
PHOTOGRAPHY Kim Sargent,
West Palm Beach, FL

FABULOUS INTERIOR DESIGNS: A RETROSPECTIVE

A CONTEMPORARY WEEKEND
RETREAT IN ARUBA.

INTERIOR DESIGN
Poggi Design

316 Miracle Mile Miami, FL 33134
(305) 448-5469
(poggidesign.com)
PHOTOGRAPHY John Stillman,
Hollywood, Florida

This spectacular home is situated on the island of Aruba and affords a spectacular view
of the Caribbean. The owners live in Florida but decided to have a dream home built in
Aruba, which makes a great weekend getaway not only for this young couple but for
their two children. The couple loves to entertain and typically hosts large parties for
friends and family.

The style is modern/contemporary with sleek lines, but also offers a warm tropical feel.
Poggie designed the home to reflect a cozy “beach home” style with all the amenities
needed for a great vacation or weekend getaway. The colors that accent the home are
vibrant, further adding to the tropical ambience. Although this wonderful home is situated in Aruba, it’s easy to see how the decor would perfectly complement a Florida
home, both being tropical and subtropical!

“Evolution is a process of seeking, adapting and in many ways the story of life itself.
This is my work. A constant, personal search for better expressions for living interiors.
For life. There is no formula. Each client is an individual evolution to a personal style.
I serve as an interpretive instrument to bring their story and dreams to living spaces that
embody their unique experience.” - Juan Poggi

FABULOUS INTERIOR DESIGNS: A RETROSPECTIVE

TRANSFORMING A 70s HOME
INTO A MODERN PALACE

Recreating variations with existing themes is as much a part of Toby Zack Designs as is designing new homes. When she stepped foot into this majestic residence, it was love at first sight. Classic modern architecture made Zack's vision
for the home crystal clear; transform this 1970's home into something classic
and modern while keeping the original distinct architectural characteristics.

This 7,000 to 8,000 sq ft home is owned by a relatively young couple who also
owns an apartment in New York City. Toby said working with this couple was
fabulous, "they have a clear understanding about design and they listened to
my views, understood my sense of design, and trusted me". The first transformation of the residence came when architect Peter Bliztein opened up the ceiling
in the main living area. The imposing skylight is perhaps the most dramatic
focal point of the home setting the stage for virtually everything that was to follow. Bliztein also incorporated features into the fireplace as well as other architectural details throughout the home. Other than that, Zack was left to her
own design ideas.

INTERIOR DESIGN
Toby Zack Designs,
3316 Griffin Rd
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312

(954) 967-8629
ARCHITECT Peter Bliztein

FABULOUS INTERIOR DESIGNS: A RETROSPECTIVE

ELEGANCE & CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

Goode Interiors, Inc,

Plantation, FL (www.goodeinteriors.net)
DESIGNER Sherri Goode, (954)
701.6149
PHOTOGRAPHY Daniel Newcomb,
Palm Beach Gardens, FL

T

he task was done for designer, Sherri Goode. An elegant, formal, warm feel
in a contemporary setting. Impossible! These were the guidelines given by
the client. There was another obstacle…the couple had split feelings when
it came to the motif. The one party was traditional in nature and the other was contemporary. Challenging is an understatement! This home has an open floor plan
that flows from one room to another. The great room served as both a formal living
room and family room. Sherri Goode's goal was to create warmth and formality
per her client's request. High sheen finishes were used such as Venetian plaster and
metallic techniques that created the clean and contemporary motif. The color
scheme was created by using shades of black, silver, white with a punch of red.
The lighting was also paramount for function and decorative.
From traditional and transitional, to contemporary decor, designer Sherri Goode
makes sure all her clients’ visions for a gorgeous home are realized, on time, and
within the constraints of your specific budget. Whether it’s a bedroom, living room,
or entire house in traditional, French, tropical, or contemporary style, Goode Interiors will meet and exceed client expectations...and dreams.

• Kitchen Sinks & Faucets
• Tub & Shower Enclosures
• Bathroom Sinks & Faucets
• Cabinet Handles & Pulls
• Bathroom Fixtures, Cabinets
& Accessories

5975 N. Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale | 954.491.5600
www.classicdecorativehardware.com

Inspired by Color—Choosing the Right
Colors for Your Kitchen and Bath
By Bill Feinberg, President of Allied Kitchen and Bath

APPLIANCE CENTER, INC.
CORAL SPRINGS

Custom Appliance Planning Since 1969

BILL FEINBERG

What inspires you? The outdoors, a
piece of art, a fabric? These inspirational items may be the key to you
choosing the perfect color when remodeling your kitchen or bath. Now,
color is not just about the paint on the
walls when it comes to the kitchen
and bath. It’s about your cabinetry,
fixtures, hardware, counters, window
treatments and more.

No right or wrong in color
Consider a Zen bath with neutrals, a
celery green, natural concrete and
simplistically styled fixtures. Or,
what about a retro kitchen with a brightly colored oven/range and tangerine inspired walls? I don’t recommend anyone goes with the theory
of “what’s hot now” when it comes to selecting color or style. But I
also tell my customers to not be afraid of some color—outside of fixtures, color is what gives the room interest. Overall, it’s most important
that you pick the colors that are right for you!
What’s your personality?
Some people may thrive in a calm, soothing environment while others
may need the stimulation of colors to make them feel good. The hard
part is translating the colors you love into a cohesive design scheme.
One way to do this is to combine a few different, yet similar, colors on
accent walls in a kitchen or bath space so that the colors meet at your
corners and then flow throughout the house. It’s best to keep your color
options open until the major components are finalized—the flooring,
countertops and cabinets. Then, select an anchor. This could be the
color of your new cabinet door, or a beautiful color running through
your countertops granite. Use this to build in the colors of your walls,
draperies and accent pieces.

Lighten Up
When it comes to color, it’s best to have your certified, licensed and insured designer bring the samples of your cabinetry, flooring, stone and
paint to your home because light changes everything. What seemed to
work perfectly in the showroom, may be very different in your home
where there may be large windows or skylights or another color-changing element. For example, a bath in soft blues or greens may look outstanding in morning light but dull in incandescent light. Consulting
with an experienced designer can help you truly customize your room’s
palette, from start to finish.
Trendy vs. Upscale
Unless you are a completely adventurous person, it’s important to go
on the neutral side with big ticket items such as countertops, flooring
and cabinetry, with accents of more trendy colors that may not be so
permanent. Merging trendy colors with those that are more timeless
makes for a room that is balanced and pleasurable. When it comes to
appliances and plumbing fixtures, today’s upscale kitchens are using
stainless steel or wood panel inserts. For baths, a nice choice is white
or bisque because it is compatible with so many other colors and
styles. The classics simply never go out of style. Kitchen backsplashes
are the perfect place to bring in some color. Today’s mosaic tiles offer
shimmer and color variations in various lighting situations—this is a
fantastic and uniquely colorful addition to any kitchen. It’s best to select the countertop color first before selecting the backsplash in
kitchens, but in the bath it’s vice versa because there is typically so
much tile used there.
Don’t Rush It. You should walk into your new kitchen or bath and
have it take your breath away every time. Don’t rush your decisions of
color—they may be some of the most important decisions you make in
your home remodeling project.
You can see the hottest trends in kitchen and bath remodeling at Allied
Kitchen and Bath’s luxury showroom located at on Oakland Park Blvd.
in Fort Lauderdale. For more information on the new showroom call
(954) 564-1611 or e-mail bill@Alliedkb.com.

Over 40 Years
of Dedicated Service

For more than 40 years, Coral Springs Appliance Center, Inc. has provided
extraordinary custom appliance planning and installation of the finest

upscale products including Sub-Zero, Wolf, Thermador, Miele, Viking, True,
Monogram and more to the area's most discerning designers, architects,
and builders. We take a genuine interest in each and every client - and
each and every installation.
And we always have.

WWW.CSAPPLIANCES.COM

marble | ceramic | glass | granite | porcelain | wood

“IT’S OFFICIAL! TURNER BAY HAS RELOCATED

T

TO THEIR NEW LOCATION AT 2022 NE 18TH STREET IN FORT LAUDERDALE.”
he new store, which

has an outstanding

gallery of fine lamps,

finials, tabletop, decorative
accessories, bed, bath and

table linens as well as a stel-

lar lampshade department…

.all of which are hallmark

features that made Turner
Bay so very popular in its
previous

North

Highway location.

Federal

Turner Bay, a gem of a find,

has much to offer, not only in

an amazing array of fine, interesting merchandise, but also in its very pleasant and well experienced staff. At Turner bay, one
can come to shop in an environment in which you can sit with an expert to assist you in the selection of your tabletop needs
such as china, crystal, flatware and linens; or you can be professionally cared for and

directed in the selection of your bedding, bath and table linen needs. In addition, you

can purchase a new lamp or bring your very own in with you and work with a professional who can fit your

lamp with a proper shade
and help you top it off with

one of hundreds of beautiful
finials available.

WHOLESALE - RETAIL • PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION OF MARBLE AND TILE AVAILABLE

Some of the incredible lines

Whether you need backsplashes, floor or wall tiles for any room of the home, we feature one of the finest selections and unique
collection anywhere. And our flooring experts will help coordinate the right pattern and colors so your home will take on a whole new
gorgeous look. We carry glass & stone mosaics & bathroom tile, plus a large selection of pool tiles & pavers!

offered at Turner Bay in-

(954) 960-1678 (954) 960-0706
TDC1861@aol.com

Lalique,

Ralph

Lauren

Lamps,

Sferra linens and the list

goes on. Turner Bay is truly an upscale boutique, one you would
expect to find on Worth Avenue….however, the only way you would

Family owned and operated for over 21 years
license # 95-7837-TM-X

Hermes,

Daum, Versace, Rosenthal,

1861 North Powerline Road, Pompano Beach, FL

Hours: Mon - Sat 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

clude

be convinced of that fact is to simply stop by and visit us. We would

Our “China” room

love to meet and welcome you into our world, where all things are
exceptionally beautiful.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CATHY BRIDGES

Jennifer Parker

Julie Van Pelt, P.A.

REALTOR®, TRC, CIPS
3433 Galt Ocean Dr
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308

(954) 240-8074

JulieVanPeltPA@gmail.com
www.GotRealEstateNow.com

3433 Galt Ocean Dr
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308

DO YOU BELIEVE IN LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT? CENTURY 21® AGENTS DO.
THEY FIND HOMES LIKE THIS, THAT INSPIRE LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT, AT
SEVENTEENTH SIGHT, AND AT EIGHT HUNDRETH SIGHT. COME AND SEE IT.
WE THINK YOU'RE GOING TO LIKE IT.

JUST SOLD! LAS OLAS ISLES

VICTORIA PARK

REALTOR ®

954-234-7305

Jen@BuyandSellwithJen.com

PRESTIGIOUS SEA RANCH LAKES

Rarely available 4 bed 4 bath home with over 4,100 sq ft immaculately maintained, with formal living and dining room, family room with large bar, open
and updated chef's kitchen, new diamond bright pool with pavers, community offers 24hr guard gate, huge clubhouse and pool plus private beach! South
florida living at its best! Lowest price in area $980,000!

ON THE SAND

Prime location at 301 San Marco Dr. 11,000 sq ft vacant
lot w/ 100 ft on deepwater. Sold for $1M. I have more
buyers looking in this area. Call me for details!

INVEST INTERNATIONALLY

Opportunity to own a piece of Fort Lauderdale’s past!
Unique 1926 landmark has hardwood floors, fireplace,
and lots of charm. Only $319,000.

LUXURY DOWNTOWN LIVING

Spectacular 2 bed 2 bath corner condo with direct ocean, intercoastal, and sparkling city on wrap around balcony! Very spacious unit has been freshly
painted and has new carpet and flooring. Huge master has ocean views, walk in closet and attached large master bath. Lots of storage, washer & dryer,
great kitchen with pass-through perfect for entertaining! Do not miss this one! Priced for only $305,000!

MOVE IN READY!

Create a personal vacation spot or tourist attraction in
paradise! 26 acres of stunning ocean & mountain views
in Lagunillas, Costa Rica. Asking $495,000.

PRESTIGIOUS GALT MILE

Built in 2004, Watergarden has resort-style amenities that you
expect in a high-end building. Many units have gorgeous
views and you can walk to Las Olas. Starting mid $300’s.

SAPPHIRE FORT LAUDERDALE

Updated 3 bed 2 bath, 2 car garage. All new impact windows, high ceilings, spacious formal living room with fireplace, large bonus family room, completely upgraded kitchen with new countertops, newer appliances and chef's hood! Formal dining space, plus big bedrooms with lots of closets including walk in in
master. Both bathrooms are renovated, frameless shower, new tile and more! Huge florida room (13x35) plus large shed! Just listed for $274,900!

CORAL RIDGE COUNTRY CLUB

Panoramic ocean views from this sought after southeast exposure high floor 2/2 in Plaza South. Updated kitchen. Semiprivate elevator. Live on the sand for just $549,000.

Stunning 2/2 + den with ocean & intracostal views from
wrap-around balcony at award-winning building. Garage
parking & extra storage. Priced to sell at $599,000.

Housing inventory remains low in Broward County and the prices are continuing to rise. Don’t miss your opportunity
to purchase while your buying power is still strong. I will help you negotiate the best value for your dollar and allow you
to lead the South Florida lifestyle that you deserve!

Backed by the most internationally recognized real estate brand, I will provide global exposure for your home and put
more dollars in your pocket. As a Top Producer and Quality Service Award recipient within the Century 21® system,
results are guaranteed when you list with me!

Smarter. Bolder. Faster.SM

Real Estate Questions?
Call Me Today!

Julie Van Pelt 954.240.8074

JulieVanPeltPA@gmail.com

Picture perfect exclusive two-story property 80ft on canal with private 65ft. boat dock. Expansive walls of glass capture unrivaled private views at every
turn. Gourmet granite kitchen, Thermador stainless steel appliances, Custom wood cabinetry. Convenient indoor wet bar to pool area with oversized
deck and barbecue island. Two master suites, Jacuzzi w/ private balcony. PRICED AT $2,200,000

Thinking of Buying? View Your Options!

Considering Selling? Now is the Time!
aFree Comparative Market Analysis
aProfessional Staging Advice
aUnique Advertising Strategies
aInternational Market Exposure

Real Estate Questions?
Call Me Today!

HOME WARRANTY AVAILABLE

Smarter.

Bolder.

aInterest Rates at an all-time Low
aGreat Deals with Short Sales & Foreclosures
aDon’t Delay, Prices are rising
aInvest in the Florida Lifestyle

Faster.

Jennifer Parker 954.234.7305
Jen@BuyandSellwithJen.com

GRAND CYPRESS ESTATES - PARKLAND

Oriental Warehouse

Super Sale on Patio Furniture Going on Now!

A huge selection of
Oriental furniture
and art.

Direct Importers of patio furniture
and Fine One-of-A-Kind Oriental
Furniture
• Art • Lamps • Screens
• Statues • Bronzes, Planters,
& so much more
- RETAIL & DESIGNERS 60 S. Federal Highway, Boca Raton

561.394.0656

